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Job-hunting has gone digital. The era of watermarked paper resumes physically handed to a 

human resources representative is in the past. Today, resumes are attached to emails, filled in 

through web forms, uploaded, and even shared through social networking platforms.  

As a recent college graduate you may be wondering about alternative methods to landing an 

entry-level position. The changing landscape of job prospecting may seem intimidating, but you 

can master social media to help you find the perfect position.  

At Monster.com, we’ve compiled this guide to help grads like you navigate the online 

networking world. Each platform has a unique set of pros and cons, but when properly utilized, 

social networks like LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook may help you jump-start your career.  

 

 

 

#1 LinkedIn 

 
Touted as the “World’s Largest Professional Network,” LinkedIn is often the first stop for job 

hunters. This site takes networking to a new level by connecting individuals with their college 

peers, current and previous co-workers, as well as industry professionals. Users are encouraged 

to create a public profile by importing their resume, summarizing relevant experience and 

qualifications, as well as “tagging” their skill-sets.  

 

 

 

 



 

To achieve the best results from LinkedIn, follow these tips: 

Fill in your profile to the highest completeness level 

LinkedIn will guide you through the process of adding content to your profile with helpful 

suggestions. A progress bar keeps the momentum going.   

Use a vanity URL to build your personal brand 

After creating an account, log in and visit: http://www.linkedin.com/profile/public-profile-settings. 

Underneath the checkbox on the right side you will see a box titled "Your public profile URL"  

From here, you can create a custom URL.  Use this address on business cards and email 

signatures to encourage potential contacts and employers to view your skill offerings.  

Ask for recommendations from past co-workers and bosses 

LinkedIn recommendations functions much like consumer product reviews, but your connections 

are recommending your skills and job performance. Recommendations help potential employers 

see your reliability and potential.  

Stay relevant: update your profile monthly and join groups 

With LinkedIn there is a tendency to create a profile and leave it stagnant. However, it is 

important to check in and update your profile to make sure your skills are up-to-date and your 

profile is relevant for today’s job market. LinkedIn also has industry groups which keep users 

engaged with fellow professionals. It’s a great opportunity to network with those in your field.  

 

 



#2 Twitter  
Known as the first “micoblogging” platform, twitter prides itself on brevity; users have 140 

characters to get their point across or else the posts won’t be accepted for publication. Twitter 

updates instantly submitting approximately 55 million user tweets per day for a fast-paced, 

robust online community. Users create handles with the @ symbol in front and use hashtags (#) 

to coordinate topics and link ideas. For job hunting, users can create a dedicated account and 

connect with like-minded professionals.  

 

Tips for using Twitter during your job quest: 

 

Create a professional Twitter profile  

If you’ve used Twitter to communicate with friends and follow your favorite celebrities, it is a 

good idea to start a fresh account with a respectable username for business purposes. Keep this 

handle as short as possible, because when people reply to your messages it will cut into their 

character limit.  

 

Write a bio to capture reader’s attention.  

Since Twitter is a minimalist platform, bios are limited to 160 characters, so make these words 

count! If possible, use hashtags relevant to your industry to make your profile searchable.  

 

Follow companies where you’d like to be employed 

Many larger companies have a specific twitter account dedicated to job postings. If you follow 

these accounts, you will be one of the first people to learn of an opening.   

 

 

 



#3 Facebook 
Facebook is generally used for social purposes and less often utilized as a career-building 

platform. However, Facebook can still impact a recent grad's job hunt. Some companies do 

background checks and view potential employee's Facebook profiles for content (pictures, status 

updates etc.) that could be considered improper and at odds with the image or values of the 

company.  

 

Adjust Facebook privacy settings  

With privacy concerns in mind, it is advisable to review your Facebook profile's privacy settings. 

A handy help guide has been published here: www.facebook.com/help/privacy. Users can also view 

their own profiles from the public point of view.  

To do so, log into your profile and underneath the cover photo on the right locate the settings tab 

as shown below:  

 

Still, remove anything offensive  

Even with strict Facebook settings deployed, it is still essential to remove any pictures that 

feature you in a negative light (such as inebriated) or status updates that could be deemed 

offensive. For example, “red-neck” jokes or derogatory lines from rap songs.  

 

Consider Facebook Pages 

For experts in a particular field, Facebook Pages offer a valid option to promote services. For 

example, Internet technologists or content writers may develop a Facebook Page to promote 

freelance services. Facebook Pages are free and have more options than individual profiles. 

Note: Facebook Pages are viewable by the public and do not have privacy options.  

 



 

Final Tips for Job Hunting Grads 
 

By creating a social presence and actively pursuing job opportunities online, one can take the 

opportunity to establish a professional identity. Part of this “identity” includes a visual 

representation such as photos or other images. When uploading profile pictures, select ones that 

depict yourself in business attire. Aim for simple colors, minimal background, and then crop the 

images to focus on your face and shoulders. This portrait style photo, in addition to your 

credentials, will make a positive impression for recruiters.  

 

At Monster.com, we are excited to see how social networking helps individuals expand upon 

their traditional resume. We hope this guide has helped you understand how the myriad of social 

networking sites can assist you in achieving your employment goals.  


